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OBJECTIVES

The 4A’s and The 614 Group partnered to conduct research on programmatic advertising and automation today 
and tomorrow.  

The primary goal of the research is two-fold: 

• Redirect the industry conversation around programmatic advertising and automation based on empirical facts

• Identify ways to plan for a future that is value-focused for the marketing ecosystem



THREE PHASES OF RESEARCH

The research consisted of three phases:

1. Research review: Determine what is known, what is not known, and the development of topics to learn what 
we need to know

• More than 200 studies, articles, and blogs reviewed

2. A qualitative study:  Designed to capture the voices, expertise, and opinions of senior executives at 
advertising agencies, advertisers, publishers, and ad tech companies

• 47 one-on-one interviews with 60 hours of analysed transcripts

3. A quantitative study:  To measure and benchmark the learnings in the qualitative study

• 219 director on up respondents completed a survey questionnaire in the field
July 18th 2019 - September 11th, 2019



KEY
FINDINGS



THE PROMISE OF PROGRAMMATIC IS AS 
YET UNFULFILLED

Industry leaders who spoke with us cited needs for:

• The capacity to deliver the right message to the right 
person at the right time. 

• More automated processes and interoperable 
programmatic technology that will simplify workflow

• Automation that will enable higher level decisioning, 
like AI (within the programmatic workflow)

• Better quality data  

• DCO needs to improve beyond current state

“If you explained programmatic to Bill Bernbach or David 

Ogilvy,…they’d say, ‘This is great!  We can understand mindset, 

motivation, and need-state. We can understand situational context. 

We can put hyper-relevant things in front of people that really 

inspire them, that make them think differently about the world.’ But 

if you explained to those two guys how we use programmatic today, 

they would say, ‘You have missed the forest for the trees. 

You’re trying to drive costs out, instead of creating value in.”  –

Senior Executive, Marketer

“I’m not quite sure the promise lived up to that because I don’t know 

that the technology is actually smart enough to really know mind-

set, to be honest, but I think everyone keeps repeating the right 

person, the right time, the right message.”  – Senior Executive, 

Marketer



Q) Please choose the definition of Marketing and Advertising Automation that most closely matches your own 

definition.

% of respondents

choosing

Marketing and Advertising Automation is more than just the use of technology to eliminate manual tasks – it also 

includes the use of data-based rules and decisioning such as algorithms, machine learning or artificial intelligence.

90.4%

Marketing and Advertising Automation strictly refers to the use of technology to eliminate manual tasks and 

paperwork in transacting advertising.

9.2%

Other                                                                                                       0.4%

RESPONDENTS’ DEFINITION OF MARKETING AND 
ADVERTISING AUTOMATION



PROGRAMMATIC IS ALL 
ABOUT DATA

• Data is the fundamental element of 

programmatic advertising

• Yet, data quality is slammed by 

nearly everyone



INTEROPERABILITY IS AN OVERARCHING 
FINDING

Respondents want 

• Technology that works seamlessly and products that “talk to each other” 

• Information shared across systems and platforms

• To use vast arrays of data and data streams in an integrated manner

Lack of data interoperability has two additional components

• Lack of identity resolution across the walled gardens and the rest of the ecosystem 

• Data from multiple sources that may not integrate accurately or at all  



Total Media Buying/Planning All Others

Ability to leverage data in biddable marketplaces to achieve cost 

efficient audience targeting

59.4 % 74.4 % 49.6 %

Enables greater impact in a media buy regardless of cost or labor 

efficiencies

27.9 % 16.3 %* 35.3 %*

Exchanging and enriching data sets 12.2 % 9.3 %* 15.0 %*

THREE BENEFITS OF PROGRAMMATIC 
ADVERTISING TO BUSINESS TODAY

% Ranking as #1 Benefit

*Directional only due to small cell size



#1 PRIORITY FOR MARKETING & ADVERTISING 
AUTOMATION IN THE NEXT THREE YEARS

Respondents selected two of three possible number one priorities at statistically equal levels:

A fully automated methodology that flags inventory for purchase based on predetermined audience and ROI 

criteria 

41.1%

Higher levels of automation like AI to enable optimized activation across all marketing touchpoints  37.9%

The effective application of automation to capture and resolve supply chain issues 18.3%

Other 2.7%



IT’S NOT ABOUT “TECH TAX”, 
IT’S ABOUT TECH VALUE

• Transparency in the supply chain is improving 
from the buyers perspective

• Agencies and marketers mentioned that fee 
understanding is improving

• The technology companies and the sellers both 
felt that the publishers have the least 
transparency in the equation

These costs are generally seen as part of the cost 

of doing business, but transparency around 

those costs is the heart of the issue.

“What we have done is we’ve really separated out the technology from the 
media and put all the technology into our tech stack so we know for the 
most part how much is being put into media versus being put into 
technology.”  

– Brand Marketer

“What are the truly meaningful pieces? Because we’re perfectly happy 
paying for and asking our clients to pay for things that are truly 
meaningful, that are truly adding value, but let’s minimize, if not eliminate, 
those areas that aren’t.” 

– Agency Holding Company Executive

On costs being clear: 
”No, it’s not. I want to talk to somebody that says it is, but, no, I get lost all 
the time. For instance:  Why is this CPM or why is this cost associated. I 
don’t know what the hell they’re charging.” 

– Operations Executive, Media Company



INVESTMENTS IN TALENT AND 
TECHNOLOGY

Investment High Value Medium Value Low Value Don't Know

Data scientists 66.2 % 24.2 % 5.9 %* 3.7 %*

Fraud prevention 64.4 % 26.9 % 5.5 %* 3.2 %*

Brand safety tools 63.9 % 27.9 % 5.5 %* 2.7 %*

Ad verification 57.1 % 33.8 % 6.4 %* 2.7 %*

Resource growth to advance tech stack 54.8 % 32.4 % 5.5 %* 7.3 %*

Tech talent including engineering/IT/ops 53.9 % 32.4 % 9.6 %* 4.1 %*

Testing tech 42.9 % 41.6 % 10.5 %* 5.0 %*

Dynamic creative optimization (DCO) 35.6 % 45.7 % 14.6 %* 4.1%*

*Directional only due to small cell size



Q) As programmatic and automation each grow, roles and responsibilities are changing. 

How important are the following advertising agency functions to your business today?

% Selecting Extremely 

Important

Leveraging data to target audiences and media buys 72.1 %

Helping to develop a strategic vision for clients 70.3 %

Providing broad agency expertise to help clients navigate the complexities of today’s marketing      landscape 58.9 %

Strategic tech consulting, especially to vet new tech, platforms, and vendors and provide a POV for clients 48.9 %

Executing programmatic campaigns 47.9 %

Having agency investment clout in programmatic markets 35.6 %

Negotiating better priced linear TV deals 30.1 %

Using dynamic creative optimization (DCO) 26.5 %

IMPORTANCE OF AGENCY FUNCTIONS 
TODAY



% Respondents who agree

Q) Now, let’s consider the functions of advertising agencies in the next 2-3 years. Please 

indicate your agreement with each statement.
Total

Advertising 

Agency
All Others

The creative function will have to use data to go from the linear storytelling paradigm that 

dominates today to more dynamic, personalized messaging
73.1% 77.0% 66.3%

The primary role of the agency will be to leverage technology, data and data science to 

manage cross platform marketing
64.8% 73.4% 50.0%*

Agencies will bring their greatest value through a focus on investment expertise along with 

centralized reporting
61.6% 59.7% 65.0%

Agencies will have to go back to the full-service agency structure to become agile enough for 

the age of real-time marketing
39.3% 38.8% 40.0%*

The primary role of the agency will be to activate audiences through programmatic 

infrastructure
36.5% 35.3%* 38.8%*

FUTURE ROLE OF THE AGENCY

*Directional only due to small cell size



% who selected "Describes Well"

Q) Please indicate how well each of the following statements describes your view of 

programmatic in-housing.
Total

Advertising 

Agency
All Others

The biggest challenge to in-housing is the cost of attracting and retaining the right talent 58.0 % 59.0 % 56.3 %*

The main benefit of in-housing is that marketers have control over first party data 53.9 % 52.5 % 56.3 %*

In-house talent will ultimately not be able to stay abreast of the latest developments in ad 

tech
41.1 % 43.2 % 37.5 %*

Some programmatic functions belong in-house so that agencies can focus more on strategy 

and less on programmatic trading
39.3 % 34.5 %* 47.5 %*

In-housing facilitates relationships between marketers and publishers and the creation of 

custom content
30.6 % 24.5 %* 41.3 %*

PERCEPTIONS OF /
PROGRAMMATIC IN-HOUSING

*Directional only due to small cell size



THE FUTURE OF PROGRAMMATIC IS ALL 
MEDIA — INCLUDING TV

“I think the most notable over the next 3-5 years is going to be the platformization/automation of television. I think people that have data and 

technology backgrounds are kind of invading the TV world. And some people really do feel like that’s the right word. To create a different way of 

transacting, and just a lot more automation and a lot more transparency in the TV world, similar to that of the last 10 years of digital.”  – CEO, Ad 

Tech

Estimated Speed of TV Network Movement of Inventory to Automated Planning and Buying

How quickly do you estimate that the TV networks will move all of their inventory to automated planning and buying 

infrastructures? 
Total

Not at all quickly 62.1 %

Somewhat quickly 32.9 %

Very quickly 5.0 %



IMPLICATIONS

• Fulfilling the promise: all media are fully automated with interoperable processes

• Data together with interoperability: new cost-value mindset around technology investments

• Automation, quality data and data science power the new creative paradigm

• Embracing TV and the sooner the better

• Future role of the agency: centralized expertise, consultative services, reinventing storytelling



THE PATH FORWARD

There are challenges to overcome along the path to marketing and advertising automation. 
The needs and challenges of the marketplace can be addressed in the next two to three years by a focus on:
• Workflow technology that eliminates manual interference in programmatic transactions and in tracking and reporting campaigns
• Identity resolution

- With priority on true reach and frequency management
- To enable greater accuracy in delivering people in target audiences, not devices   

• Improved data quality and interoperability of both data and data delivery systems
• Accelerated application of more sophisticated algorithms, machine learning and AI to 

- Enable hyper-relevant messaging in real time and thus achieving the potential of programmatic and DCO
- Develop a fully automated methodology for identifying ad inventory based on predetermined audience and ROI criteria
- Enable optimized activation across all marketing touchpoints

• Better education around the changing video advertising marketplace with an emphasis on clarity of terms like addressable, OTT
and CTV and the meaning of automation of linear TV advertising

• Full transparency of the costs of deploying technology and data solutions to prevent fraud, ensure brand safety, measure 
attribution and view ability, etc. This will focus the industry on cost-value relationships of programmatic technology and 
automation



QUESTIONS?
THANK YOU!


